
UtiliSave’s robust auditing software was more than capable 
of handling this University’s large portfolio, comprised of over 
150 buildings and over 400 individual accounts. We performed 
periodic audits several times each year, and our auditing 
software continuously ran tests and algorithms that would 
prove to identify many savings opportunities over the years.

These opportunities for savings included overlapping billing, 
incorrect consumption and/or demand, erroneous billing 
surcharges, erroneous billing codes embedded in the utilities’ 
billing system, and various metering problems. Combined, the 
opportunities UtiliSave identified resulted in millions of dollars 
in savings. Our technical team of auditors and tariff specialists 
identified exemptions, allowances, special water conservation 

programs, and more beneficial rating methodologies to 
secure hundreds of thousands of dollars in additional savings. 
Of particular note in this case is our R&D team, whose work 
identified an exemption for this client based on their non-profit 
activity across multiple industries. 

As a complementary bonus to our periodic physical 
inspections of the meters for their hundreds of utility accounts, 
our Auditing team guided the Institution’s Facility Management 
team in addressing non-functioning meters and a variety of 
other compliance issues we discovered. Our efforts would 
prove to ensure the Client remained in compliance with the 
local utility’s strict rules and regulations and would prevent any 
future penalties, surcharges, or other violations.
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Robust auditing software produces 
continuous savings for large portfolio
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This chart references a real UtiliSave client. The numbers represented are the actual savings / refunds delivered each year.


